Abstract-We are now in the multicore revolution which is witnessing a rapid evolution of architectural designs due to power constraints and correspondingly limited microprocessor clock speeds. Understanding how to efficiently utilize these systems in the context of demanding numerical algorithms is an urgent challenge to meet the ever growing computational needs of high-end computing. In this work, we examine multicore parallel optimization of the particle-to-grid interpolation step in particle-mesh methods, an inherently complex optimization problem due to its low computation intensity, irregular data accesses, and potential fine-grained data hazards. Our evaluated kernels are derived from two important numerical computations: a biological simulation of the heart using the Immersed Boundary (IB) method, and a Gyrokinetic Particle-in-Cell (PIC)-based application for studying fusion plasma microturbulence. We develop several novel synchronization and grid decomposition schemes, as well as low-level optimization techniques to maximize performance on three modern multicore platforms: Intel's Xeon X5550 (Nehalem), AMD's Opteron 2356 (Barcelona), and Sun's UltraSparc T2þ (Niagara). Results show that our optimizations lead to significant performance improvements, achieving up to a 5:6Â speedup compared to the reference parallel implementation. Our work also provides valuable insight into the design of future autotuning frameworks for particle-to-grid interpolation on next-generation systems.
INTRODUCTION
P ARTICLE methods are used in a wide range of numerical simulations, including those from fusion physics, astrophysics, computational chemistry, and fluid mechanics. A key computational challenge in these simulations is the associated all-to-all particle interaction calculations. Luckily, in many of these domains, long range forces may be approximated, smoothed, or ignored, allowing scientists to replace the computationally expensive OðN 2 Þ methods with efficient OðNÞ or OðN log NÞ approaches. Unfortunately, adoption of these approximations, while reducing the computational complexity of the problem, introduces potential data hazards in a parallel environment-thus, dramatically increasing the performance optimization challenges on memory-constrained multicore and manycore architectures.
In this work, we explore performance optimization of the OðNÞ particle-mesh methods in the context of two diverse applications, a biological simulation of the heart using the Immersed Boundary (IB) method, and a Gyrokinetic Particle-in-Cell (PIC)-based method for studying plasma microturbulence. To facilitate our numerous optimization investigations, we create compact benchmarks for each application's most challenging phase: particle-to-grid interpolation. The particle-to-grid interpolation phase accounts for a substantial fraction-in some cases, up to 50 percent-of the overall running time in these two applications (see [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] for a stepwise execution time breakdown of these applications at various scales of parallelism). Our experimental setup and the problem configurations studied are consistent with the overall distributed-memory parallelization scheme employed in these two applications, i.e., we have extracted the key single-node computational routine in these applications, and the speedup achieved with our new optimizations translates to a proportional overall application performance improvement [5] .
Constrained by the desire for memory-efficient solutions and the need to avoid potential race conditions, we explore a number of partial replication and data-synchronization strategies in this work. While grid replication with ghost regions is a common optimization strategy to reduce communication volume in distributed memory implementations, our work focuses on efficient shared memory strategies. Further, we study fine-grained synchronization schemes that complement the replication strategies. To gauge the broad value of our techniques, we evaluate performance on three modern multicore systems: Intel's Xeon X5550 (Nehalem), AMD's Opteron 2356 (Barcelona), and Sun's UltraSparc T2þ (Niagara). Finally, to ensure the highest quality results, we employ a number of low-level optimizations designed to maximize performance on these Nonuniform Memory Access (NUMA) architectures.
Our work makes the following new contributions:
. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to identify and generalize the particle-to-grid interpolation computation across the IB and gyrokinetic PIC methods, and present applicable novel multicoretuned algorithms. Our proposed schemes are sufficiently generic to be applicable to a broad spectrum of particle-mesh-based applications. . We explore the challenges of architecture-targeted optimization and memory-usage management in the context of complex data synchronization and irregular memory access patterns, and demonstrate that our methodology can achieve significant performance benefits on a variety of multicore platforms. . We observe that the optimal implementation of the interpolation kernel depends both on application details and parallel platform characteristics. With a unique application-specific combination of optimizations, we achieve up to a 4Â and 5:6Â performance improvement for the heart spread force and PIC particle-to-grid phases, respectively.
PARTICLE-MESH COMPUTATIONS
Full long-range particle-particle force interaction simulations carry an unacceptably high computational complexity-O(N 2 ) in the number of particles. Numerous techniques have therefore been developed to mitigate this force computation time. Particle-mesh computations are one such widely used class of methods which find applications in astrophysics [6] , [7] , plasma physics [8] , computational chemistry, fluid mechanics, and biology. As the name suggests, the basic strategy adopted in particle-mesh methods is to utilize an auxiliary grid to approximate the density of particles as it varies in space and time. The key steps in a particle-mesh calculation include calculation of the charge density by assigning "charge" to the mesh points (referred to as the "particle-to-grid interpolation" step), solving the field potential equation (for instance, by solving Poisson's equation to calculate electrostatic or gravitational potential) on the mesh, calculation of force field based on the mesh potential, and then acceleration of particles based on the computed grid forces ("grid-to-particle interpolation" step). All the subroutines involving particles in a particle-mesh method have a computational complexity proportional to the total number of particles. This approach has the advantage of removing close encounter collision effects, thus allowing computation of the collective effects in a system with a smaller number of simulated particles.
Conceptually, the particle-to-grid interpolation step is analogous to generating a 3D histogram. However, unlike simple histograms in which items have integer coordinates and increments, particles located using floating point coordinates update a bounding box of grid points with a fraction of their charge (interpolation). Due to this indirection (a scatter add), randomly localized particles often suffer from poor cache reuse. The challenges of this deposition step become far more significant when one contemplates the Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) nature of modern processors, as floating-point increment is typically not an atomic operation. This can prohibit or impede both intrathread and interthread parallelization of the particle array as multiple particles may attempt to update the same grid points simultaneously.
We now present an overview of the two driver applications of our study, and compare their salient characteristics in the context of particle-to-grid interpolation. Sections 1 and 2 of the online supplementary document, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2012.28, present further details on the two applications.
Heart Code via Immersed Boundary Method
The immersed boundary method [9] , [10] is a general technique for modeling elastic boundaries immersed within a viscous, incompressible fluid. This methodology has been applied to several biological and engineering systems, including the simulation of blood flow in the heart [10] , sound waves in the cochlea [11] , the swimming of eels, sperm and bacteria, and platelet aggregation during blood clotting [12] . These simulations have the potential to improve our basic understanding of biological systems and aid in the development of surgical treatments and prosthetic devices. While it is generally not categorized a particle-mesh method, we note that IB shares many similarities with that class of computations. In this paper, we study performance optimizations for a heart blood flow simulation code using the immersed boundary method. We will refer to this application in short as "Heart Code." Fig. 1a presents a graphic from our heart simulation code: the heart tissue is visualized as gray elastic fiber and exerts a force on the (red blood) fluid in which it is immersed. An important and expensive step in the Heart Code is the "spread force" calculation in which heart fiber forces are spread to the neighboring fluid cells. This is reminiscent of the particle-togrid interpolation step in particle-mesh computations.
Plasma Simulation via Gyrokinetic PIC
Our second application driver for optimizing particle-togrid interpolation is the Gyrokinetic Toroidal Code (GTC) [13] , [14] . GTC was developed to study the global influence of microturbulence on particle and energy confinement, critical elements in understanding practical fusion power plant designs. It is a 3D, fully self-consistent PIC code which solves the kinetic equation in a toroidal geometry. The charge update scheme in GTC differs from traditional PIC codes. In the classic PIC method, a particle is followed directly and the charge is distributed to its nearest neighboring grid points. However, in the gyrokinetic PIC approach used in GTC, the fast circular motion of the charged particle around the magnetic field lines is averaged out and replaced by a charged ring. To study low frequency instabilities that affect energy transport, GTC uses four points on the charged ring [15] to describe the nonlocal influence of the particle orbit. In this way, the full influence of the fast, circular trajectory is preserved without having to resolve it. However, this scheme inhibits straightforward shared-memory parallelism even further, since the updated positions need to be computed for each particle and at each time step. Furthermore, multiple particles may concurrently attempt to deposit their charge onto the same grid point. Fig. 1b shows the 3D visualization of electrostatic potential in global, self-consistent GTC simulation of plasma microturbulence in a magnetic fusion device.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We explore optimizations for the two applications across a variety of leading multicore platforms, summarized in Table 1 . To mitigate the impact of long latency snoopy coherency protocols, we limit ourselves to the dual-socket Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMPs) of the AMD Barcelona, Intel Nehalem, and Sun Niagara2 systems. In the near future, as the number of cores per socket continues to scale, we expect on-chip coherency to remain manageable and bounded. However, as the number of sockets scale, the snoopy protocol can become a performance impediment. Thus, we expect dual-socket multicore SMPs to be reasonable proxies for future multicore systems. Additional details of the evaluated platforms are presented in Section 3 of the online supplementary document.
Overview of Problem Instances
For our examined applications, we extract the key performance bottlenecks-particle-to-grid interpolation-and encapsulate them into standalone benchmarks. A summary of important problem instances is presented in Table 2 . Additional details of performance expectations and setup are given in Section 4 of the online supplementary document.
Heart Code Kernel
The Heart Code application is a shared memory threaded code based on an earlier distributed-memory version [3] . To create a standalone Heart Code benchmark, we extracted its most challenging kernel, the spread force calculation, which is essentially a particle-to-grid interpolation.
The three input parameters in the Heart Code, used to describe the test simulation are the dimensions of the cubical grid (i.e., resolution in X, Y , and Z), the radius of the heart, and the number of heart fibers (particles). These are summarized in Table 2 . We fix the dimensions of the fluid grid to be 256 3 , vary the average density of particles (number of particles/cubical grid points) from 0.19 to 4.77, and the radius of the heart from 25 to 100; the latter is simply labeled as small, medium, and large. Particles (heart fibers) are randomly distributed on the surface of the heart sphere such that each octant has the same number of particles, and the density on the surface of the sphere is sufficiently high for the underlying physical simulation. These parameters represent perturbations to commonly used configurations.
GTC Kernel
As with the Heart Code, GTC's parallelization of the charge deposition (particle-to-grid interpolation) is the most challenging step. To that end, we extract the GTC charge deposition kernel. For the threaded implementation, all MPI (reference implementation) calls are removed in favor of shared memory accesses. Similar to the Heart Code, we evaluate the particle-to-grid interpolation phase, and as such, the benchmark only loops over this one kernel.
There are several input parameters in GTC to describe the test simulation, summarized in Table 2 . The ones most relevant to the charge deposition kernel are the size of the discretized toroidal grid, the total number of particles, and the Larmor radius distribution of the particles for the fourpoint gyrokinetic averaging. Often one replaces the number of particles with the average particle density as measured in the ratio of particles to grid points (labeled as micell). Three coordinates describe the position of a particle within the discretized torus: (zeta, the position in the toroidal direction), (psi, the radial position within a poloidal plane), and (theta, the position in the poloidal direction within a toroidal slice). The corresponding dimensions of a toroidal grid segment are: mzeta, mpsi, and mthetamax. In this paper, we explore three different grid problem sizes, labeled small, medium, and large, and experiment with average particle densities of 2, 10, and 50 particles per grid point. Particles are uniformly randomly distributed throughput the grid (unlike the Heart Code where particles are constrained to a spherical subset of the grid). Note that, these settings are similar to the ones used in prior experimental studies and GTC production runs [1] , [2] .
PARTICLE-TO-GRID OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we outline the key synchronization and replication techniques. Application-specific details and further low-level tuning details are discussed in Sections 5 and 6 of the online supplement.
Synchronization Optimizations
In traditional MPI implementations of PIC methods, such as the original GTC version, the density grid is fully replicated among processes, allowing autonomous updates of local copies without potential conflicts. MPI communication then proceeds to reduce all these grid copies into one, while redistributing the data for the solve phase. Unfortunately, such approaches are wasteful with respect to increasingly power-hungry DRAM. Luckily, modern multicore SMPs allow us to trade multiple processes per SMP for multiple threads per process; thus eliminating redundant grid copies for one copy in shared memory. However, the particle-togrid interpolation includes a scatter-increment operation, creating potential data hazards when multiple threads may attempt to simultaneously increment the same memory location.
One obvious solution to this problem is to implement a lock for each element requiring synchronized access, referred to here as fine-grained locks. This approach requires one lock for each grid point (a 64-bit doubleprecision number). Clearly, fine-grained locks involve both a substantial computational and memory overhead, as a lock must be acquired and released for every grid update. However, the cost of these updates can be amortized by assigning one lock to multiple grid elements. As there is a substantial 3D spatial correlation between grid updates in both Heart Code and GTC, we define two additional locking strategies for each that vary the number of grid points locked at a time. These are referred to as medium and coarse-grained locks. The details of how neighboring grid cells are grouped for a given lock are applicationdependent, and are discussed in the online supplement.
Our final solution for the synchronization problem is to implement atomic floating-point increment via the atomic Compare and Swap (CAS) instruction. On the x86 machines, we wrote hand-crafted assembly routine to accomplish this, while on the SPARC architecture, we utilize the CAS intrinsic.
Partial Replication Optimizations
Although exploration of various synchronization strategies allows some freedom to amortize the overhead associated with updates to the shared grid, we explore additional amortization via grid replication. This approach makes subsets of a grid replica thread private, where a given thread may update certain (privately owned) grid points in the replica without synchronization. Doing so allows the reducing synchronization, in exchange for global reduction overhead at the conclusion of the updates. Additionally, there is potential for locality improvement, as private data reduces the volume of thrashing between the cores within a socket, or between the sockets of an SMP.
We define five, geometrically based, grid replication strategies. Their stylized visualizations are shown in Fig. 2 , where a high-dimensional grid has been reduced to a 1D box. The solid portions of the box represent the subsets of the grid "owned" by that thread. Reading the figure from left to right shows a reduction in locking overhead, but an increase in memory usage combined with more expensive reductions. In the rest of this section, we discuss the five approaches and detail how we map these generic strategies to the requirements of the Heart Code and GTC.
Shared grid. In the baseline shared grid approach, there is one copy of the grid shared by all threads. Selecting the appropriate synchronization approach must therefore be handled carefully. Note that, if each thread's particles are spatially binned, then each thread's cache will be mapped to portion of this array. However, there can be thrashing at the boundaries, as multiple threads may contend for the data. Since there is just one copy of the grid, there is no need for a reduction.
Partitioned replica. When particles are spatially binned, we can create one replica of the grid that is statically and geometrically partitioned among threads (based on the distribution of particles among threads). Doing so allows the elimination of virtually all locks in exchange for updates to the replica (based on a simple inspection of a particle's coordinate). There are a few cases at the boundaries of these partitions where a thread will need to update a grid location outside its partition. As it may not access another thread's replica (due to the lack of reciprocal synchronization), the thread must instead update the shared copy via an appropriate synchronization mechanism. Once all P threads have completed their updates and pass through a barrier, all the data in the P partial replicas is added to the shared grid. Although, this method doubles the grid memory capacity requirements and uses a simple reduction, it eliminates a substantial fraction of the synchronization operations for moderate thread parallelism (the savings are application specific).
Partitioned replica (with ghost zones). To further eliminate synchronizations at the boundaries, a ghost region can be added to each thread's portion of the replica. The ghost region consists of the expected spatial overlap resulting from the grid points updated by a particle. This virtually eliminates all synchronization traffic, but requires additional space. Dynamic replication. When particle distributions are extremely nonuniform, the inflexibility of the static partition grid methods results in large reductions of zeros; such an approach is inefficient and should be avoided. To that end, we also propose a dynamic replication strategy in which on the first step, threads determine the points they will update and allocate 3D blocks from a pool of memory as replicas. Threads may subsequently update their private replica, and once done, must reduce these sparsely populated replicas with the shared grid. Such an approach completely eliminates the need for synchronized accesses to the shared grid, but requires complex indirection and a reduction at phase completion.
Full replication. As a final comparison point, we include a full replication strategy. Here, every thread replicates the entire grid and thus mimics the MPI algorithm, exchanging message passing for loads and stores to shared memory. This approach eliminates all synchronization (thus our fifth synchronization strategy: "none"), but requires copious DRAM memory and large reductions. Such strategies are acceptable at extremely high particle densities (when the particles per grid point is greater than the number of threads) or when the overhead of any synchronization is prohibitively expensive. Table 3 presents the replication, synchronization, and low-level tuning optimizations employed by each kernel. Of the 25 possible choices, only the relevant combinations of synchronization and data replication are chosen.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To provide analysis via extraction of salient performance bottlenecks, we vary problem size, particle density, approaches to data synchronization, and data replication, as well as thread-level parallelism.
Synchronization and Replication Analysis
We begin by presenting the tradeoffs between synchronization (locks and atomics) and data replication in the context of GTC. Fig. 4 shows performance as a function of synchronization strategy-(C)oarse, (M)edium, (F)ine, (A)tomics-for each replication strategy on Nehalem; recall that full replication does not require synchronization ( Table 3 ). Note that, experiments conducted to evaluate the tradeoffs between locks and atomics on the Heart Code (not shown) determined that atomics always delivered significantly better performance.
Across all grid replication strategies, performance improves as the locking overhead is amortized (Fine to Coarse) with an additional benefit (Fine versus Atomics) seen when amortizing Pthread's fine-grained locking overhead by direct use of atomics. Observe that at full parallelism on Nehalem (16-way threading), contention for locks does not impede performance. Additionally, our partitioned replica with ghost zones replication in conjunction with atomic updates, achieves performance on par with the naïve full replication strategy. Although the code is more complex than the simpler full replication, our approach not only eliminates a global reduction, but dramatically reduces the grid memory requirements from OðP Á mgridÞ to OðmgridÞ (where P is the number of threads of execution). In GTC, a vast amount of computation is required to determine grid array indices and interpolate charge; thus the overhead of atomic updates is effectively amortized. As this ratio is unique to GTC, it is appropriate for all codes to explore the best synchronization and replication strategy.
We observe that the benefits of affinity and SIMDization are relatively low on the GTC kernel-architecture combination. Given that the baseline approach includes NUMAaware allocation optimization, this ensures that grid and particle arrays are evenly distributed across memory banks. The small benefit with affinity pinning seems to indicate that the OS default thread pinning for this case may be similar to our thread pinning strategy. SIMD is of little benefit, as the code requires the streaming through a few million particles and is memory-bound for reasonable cache locality of grid points. 
Replication Parallel Performance Analysis
For each kernel, we specialize the five general grid replication strategies and apply them to our two codes. The Heart Code does not include the replica with ghost approach as particles are spatially confined, while GTC does not include dynamic replication as the particle distribution is uniform. Fig. 3 presents the results on the three evaluated architectures for the medium sized grid with (on average) moderate particle density (approximately one per grid point for Heart, and 10 per grid point for GTC). For each strategy, we present parallel performance using the best synchronization method as well as all relevant optimizations.
On the Heart Code, we observe that the shared and partitioned replica approaches deliver comparable performance. This may seem surprising, as the partitioned replica should eliminate most atomic accesses. However, given the bulk synchronous nature of the replica algorithm, performance is limited to the slowest thread (as all threads have equal numbers of particles, the one with the most updates of the shared grid). For any moderate degree of parallelism, at least one thread's updates are entirely to the shared grid. Thus, it is no faster than the naïve shared implementation. The full replication approach wastes (linearly with threads) flops, bandwidth, and memory capacity in order to avoid all synchronization. This results in comparable performance on low concurrency x86 processors, but very low performance on highly multithreaded processors such as Niagara where the wasted flops and bandwidth from the reduction dominate. Clearly, the efficient dynamic replication provides the best of both worlds by eliminating most synchronization without wasting flops, bandwidth or memory capacity (for nonuniform distributions).
On GTC, observe that strategies which provide some replication attain nearly twice the performance of the reference shared grid approach (on all three platforms). This demonstrates that replacing synchronized updates (locks or atomics) with regular loads and stores has a substantial benefit for the typical case. Additionally, we observe that there is no substantive performance benefit of using the memory hungry full replication strategy. The green line represents the performance of the MPI implementation (algorithmically closest to the full replication strategy) of the same problem configuration. On Barcelona, Fig. 3 . Performance relative to various grid replication strategies for the medium grid size and medium particle density problem. Fig. 4 . GTC parallel performance on Nehalem relative to varying replication and synchronization strategies using (C)oarse, (M)edium, (F)ine, and (A)tomics, for the M10 problem size. Results also show the impact of affinity and SIMD optimizations.
observe that the performance of both the Pthreads and MPI schemes are quite similar. On Nehalem, no improvement was achieved when spawning 16 processes, indicating that the MPI implementation was unable to utilize the two-way SMT support. Similarly, we were unable to spawn more than 64 MPI processes on the Niagara system, and this may explain the performance gap between the shared memory full replication version and the MPI implementation. Further, our memory efficient version outperforms the MPI code, while only requiring a tiny fraction of the memory capacity. This difference is most profound on Niagara, where the memory for shared grids is roughly only 1 percent compared with MPI's distributed and replicated grids.
Overall results show that atomics are slow but useful in avoiding superfluous replication. Thus, the grid replication strategy must be judiciously chosen based on particle distribution and platform. Note also that machine performance is largely correlated with its bandwidth. Additional experimental details highlighting scalability analysis and problem configuration perturbations are presented in Section 7 of the online supplementary document.
Cross-Architecture Comparison
Fig. 5 presents summary performance after parallelization and optimization. The reference Heart Code computation corresponds to the shared grid version with particle sorting and atomic updates, while GTC's reference parallel version uses a shared grid with fine-grained locking and NUMAaware memory allocation.
Observe that on most machines, parallelism significantly improves performance. Additionally, optimization (via synchronization and replication) delivers a further boost to parallel performance. Overall our optimized implementation outperformed the reference serial case by up to 87:5Â and 23:6Â, and the reference parallel case by up to 4Â and 5:6Â, for the Heart Code and GTC, respectively. Additionally, Nehalem achieves the best performance as it has relatively superior flops capability, bandwidth rate, and cache size. Barcelona delivers better performance than Niagara on the compute-intensive Heart Code while achieving comparable runtimes on the more bandwidthintensive GTC.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we explore a number of techniques designed to improve particle-to-grid interpolation-the most challenging phase of particle-in-cell computations-on modern multicore systems. Rather than the accepted flat replication strategy found in MPI implementations, we exploit the trend toward large manycore processors by selecting and optimizing an implementation in which the target grid is shared and with minimized replication.
Results show that the optimal implementation and parameterization was unique to a particular application, target architecture, and particle distribution. For example, we found that in the Heart Code, the nonuniform distribution of heart fibers within the fluid grid demanded dynamic replication to minimize accesses to the shared grid and the complexity of the final reduction. Conversely, the spatially uniform distribution of particles coupled with nonlocalized grid updates arising from the Larmor radius pushed GTC toward the partitioned grid with ghost zones approach. Overall, we were able to reduce memory usage substantially while simultaneously significantly improving performance via our novel optimization schemes.
In future, we will continue to generalize our approach and encapsulate it behind a single interface that hides the complexity of performance optimization and tuning from the application scientist. Additionally, we will extend this concept to the distributed memory PGAS environment. Finally, the optimizations and analyses presented here are a critical step toward designing autotuning frameworks, which will be extended to numerous classes of particle methods and architectural platforms. Samuel Williams received the bachelor degree in electrical engineering, mathematics, and physics from Southern Methodist University, and the master and PhD degrees in computer science from the University of California at Berkeley. He is a computer scientist in the Future Technologies Group at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. His current research interests include performance and energy optimization on multicore architectures.
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